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Abstract
This paper reports the use of a non-destructive scanning technique to identify plastic deformation defects generated in steel.
The technique is based on measurement of continuous magnetic Barkhausen noise (CMBN). In the experiments described
here, surfaces with plastic deformations produced by crushing stresses in a 1070 steel are scanned, and the influence of probe
configuration, coil type, scanner speed, appliedmagnetic field and the frequency band used for the analysis on the effectiveness
of the technique is studied. A moving smoothing window based on a second order statistical moment is used to analyze the
time signal. The results show that the method can detect the position of plastic deformation defects and distinguish between
their amplitudes.

Keywords Continuous Barkhausen noise · Surface scanning · Plastic deformation

1 Introduction

Measurement ofmagneticBarkhausen noise (MBN) is a non-
destructive testing (NDT) technique that has been studied
for the last two decades, and suitable applications, equip-
ment and measuring procedures continue to be the subject of
research [1–3]. MBN was discovered by Henry Barkhausen
in 1919 [4] when he was working on experiments with ear-
phones. He found that when ferromagnetic materials are
magnetized by variable fields, a “noise” can be detected in
the voltage induced in a pickup coil placed near the material;
this is called Barkhausen noise. It has been shown that mag-
netic emissions, which can be detected by a coil as a series of
voltage pulses, are generated by reversible and irreversible
movements of the 90◦ and 180◦ magnetic domain walls and
by domain rotation [5].

MBN is known to be sensitive to several material and
mechanical properties, such as grain size [6–8], carbon
content [9], stress state [10,11], hardness [12] and plastic
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deformation [13,14], and its potential for use in the non-
destructive measurement of metallurgical, microstructural
and mechanical parameters has therefore been the subject
of study.

Traditionally, MBN signals are measured with a probe
consisting of a magnetic excitation system (magnetizing
yoke) and an MBN sensor (pickup coil) (Fig. 1a). Cyclic
magnetic excitation is generated in the material, and the
Barkhausen noise is measured by the sensor. Barkhausen
noise is not produced uniformly throughout the magnetiza-
tion cycle but is concentrated in two bursts of activity per
cycle near the coercive field. As this implies that the probe
needs to be kept still on the surface for at least half an excita-
tion cyclewhenmeasurements are being taken, the traditional
method of measuring Barkhausen noise can be considered
a “stationary MBN technique”. The use of cyclic magnetic
excitation for continuous surface scanning using Barkhausen
noise therefore has some drawbacks.

When a magnet is moved over a ferromagnetic sample,
the constant sliding magnetic field also produces a time-
varying magnetic field in the material. If this magnetic field
is strong enough, it will produce Barkhausen emissions,
and a pickup coil placed close to the magnetic source will
detect Barkhausen noise continuously. This signal is known
as continuous magnetic Barkhausen noise (CMBN) and was
originally studied by Crouch [15,16]. Few other studies of
CMBN have been published.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of
the measurement systems used
for the two techniques:
stationary MBN (a) and CMBN
(b)

A previous study by our research group showed how
CMBN can be applied to volumetric flaw mapping [17] to
detect the size and thickness of artificial grooves produced in
a 1070 steel. The influence of probe configuration, scanning
speed and the frequency band used for the analysis on the
effectiveness of the technique was studied, and the magnetic
behavior of the probe was analyzed by numerical simulation
using the finite element method (FEM). The results showed
that the presence of a ferrite core in the coil favors the emis-
sion and detection of CMBN. Another study by our group
described a device that uses permanent magnets to create a
precise rotating magnetic field [18]. The MBN pickup coil
is fixed in the center of the rotating magnetic field, and the
device measures CMBN signals as the angle of magneti-
zation varies to determine the direction of the macroscopic
magnetic easy axis.

Some characteristics of stationaryMBN and CMBN tech-
niques are compared in Table 1.

This paper seeks to provide a greater understanding of
the potential applications of the CMBN measurement tech-
nique by showing how this scanning method can be used to
detect plastic deformation of steel surfaces. The influence of
different variables (probe configuration, pickup coil, scan-
ner speed, applied magnetic field and the frequency band
used for the analysis) on the effectiveness of the technique
is investigated. The results support the use of MBN for non-
destructive flaw mapping of steels.

2 Experimental Setup

The AISI 1070 steel sample used measured 27 × 240 ×
3mm. Its chemical composition (wt% ) was 0.67C, 0.22Si,
0.003S, 0.69Mn, 0.018P and 0.043Al. To eliminate possible
residual stresses generated in the rolling process, the sample
was subjected to heat treatment at 850◦C for 4 h in a con-
trolled atmosphere. The yield limit of the material after heat
treatment was 310 MPa. Two regions with different levels of

plastic deformationwere generated on the surface of the sam-
ple by applying compressive loads with a 65mm-diameter
steel cylinder. Figure 2 shows the loads used to produce each
of the deformations and their positions on the sample. A low-
speed grinding process with liquid cooling was then used to
eliminate any variations in thickness in the sample generated
by the compressive loads and any consequent variations in
magnetic flux, as these could lead to errors when interpreting
the measurements. The sample had a uniform final thickness
of 2.75 mm.

The CMBN probe consisted of a magnet, which produces
the constant field referred to earlier, and a coil with a ferrite
core to measure the MBN. The probe is shown in Fig. 3. The
characteristics of the coil, applied magnetic field, scanning
speed and orientation of the probe in relation to its movement
were varied during the experiments. The characteristics of
the various coils, which were wound with 0.05 mm diameter
wire, are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2. Neodymium iron boron
magnets measuring 16 × 12 × 5 mm were used in stacks 1,
2, 3 and 4 magnets high to generate magnetic flux densities
of 0.26T, 0.36T, 0.41T and 0.45T, respectively (these values
were obtained using a gauss-meter and the magnets were in
the air). Scanning speeds of 9, 13, 23 and 33mm/s were used,
and the coilwas placed in front of or behind themagnets. (The
position of the coils is defined in relation to the direction in
which the magnet is being moved.)

The probe was kept in a fixed position during the experi-
ments and the samples were moved under it on an xyz table.
The signal was measured with equipment developed in our
laboratory that first amplifies it and then filters it in a 1–
100 kHz bandpass filter. The sampling frequency was 200
kHz. The xyz table and measurements were controlled by
a computer. Measurements were taken six times with each
configuration.

Since the inspection technique presented in this paper uses
the principle of surface scanning, the signal analysis proce-
dure had the objective of generating a signal amplitude profile
that would allow to identify the position of the flaw on the
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Table 1 Comparison of stationary MBN and CMBN techniques

Stationary MBN technique CMBN technique

Measurement procedure The measurement process is discrete, and
point-to-point measurements are made on the
surface of the material. While the Barkausen
signals are being measured and recorded by the
system, the probe must be kept still on the
surface

The measurement process requires the probe to
be moved at constant speed over the surface of
the material. The method can therefore be
considered a surface scanning technique

Experimental setup The applied magnetic field is an alternating field
controlled by electromagnets (magnetizing
yoke). A bipolar current or voltage source is
therefore essential in the experimental setup.
(See Fig. 1a.). The current source is the largest
component of the measurement system

As the applied magnetic field can be generated
by magnets, the experimental setup does not
need to use bipolar current sources. (See
Fig. 1b). The measurement system is thus
simpler than that required when the stationary
MBN technique is used

Change of magnetic domains and
amplitude of the Barkhausen
noise

The material is subjected to complete
magnetization cycles (i.e., complete cycles of
the magnetic hysteresis curve). The dynamics
of the movement of the domain walls is
stronger, and the amplitude of the Barkhausen
signal is therefore greater

The changes in the magnetic domains are
generated simultaneously by the variation in
amplitude and direction of the magnetic flux,
which are a consequence of the relative velocity
of the probe and sample. The material is not
subjected to complete magnetization cycles.
The dynamics of the movement of the domain
walls is relatively weak, and the Barkhausen
signals are consequently smaller than those
generated with the stationary MBN technique

Sensor design The sensor consists essentially of an
electromagnet (yoke) to induce the magnetic
flux in the sample and a pickup coil placed near
the surface of the material that measures the
Barkhausen signal (see Fig. 1a)

The sensor is composed of a magnet and a pickup
coil with a ferrite core. The pickup coil has the
same characteristics as that used with the
stationary MBN technique (see Figs. 1b, 3)

Signal characteristics In each magnetization cycle two Barkhausen
signal bursts are generated. These are generated
near the Hc region of the magnetic hysteresis
cycle. In the region close to positive or negative
magnetic saturation of the material, the MBN
signal generation is minimal or almost zero

The Barkhausen signal is continuously generated
and measured as the probe moves over the
material surface. The burst characteristic of the
signal generated when the stationary MBN
technique is used is not present. Instead, there
is a continuous signal whose amplitude varies
where the sample is damaged (see Fig. 5)

Interpretation The MBN signal (which consists of one or more
recorded bursts) is generated by, and therefore
reflects the characteristics of, a small volume of
material extending from the surface of the
sample to a depth of approximately 1.5 mm.
The measurement is made at a point on the
surface of the sample. The surface area
measured is proportional to the area of the
pickup coil. Statistical parameters of the signal
or the shape of the signal envelope are analyzed

The measurement is made along a line on the
surface of the sample, and the CMBN signal is
generated by, and reflects the characteristics of,
a volume of material extending approximately
1.5 mm below the line. The result of the data
analysis is a profile of the signal amplitude that
reflects the position of the damage in the
sample. The profile is determined by
calculating parameters for selected data sets
with sliding time windows

inspected surface. Thus, two methods of CMBN signals pro-
cessing were used, as presented in [17]. The first involves
calculating the parameter M2CMBN, given by:

M2CMBN [i] = 1

2M + 1

M∑

j=−M

s2[i + j] (1)

where 2M is the size of the sliding time window and s[i]
is the CMBN signal. The parameter M2CMBN represents the
signal amplitude profile, which allows to identify the flaws
positions. In this calculation the signal can be pre-filtered in

certain analysis frequency bands that may be more sensitive
to the detection of a certain flaw. For the identification of
these possible frequency bands, a second method of analysis
is used; this involves a time-frequency representation known
as a spectrogram. The spectrogram of a signal x(t) is referred
to as SPEC(t,f) and is given by:

SPEC(t,f) = |ST FT (t,f) |2

=
∣∣∣∣∣∣

∞∫

−∞
x(τ )h∗(τ − t)e− j2π f τdτ

∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

(2)
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Fig. 2 Position of the plastic
deformations in the sample
(dimensions in mm)

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of CMBN probe in the air

where h(t) is a weighted sliding window whose width deter-
mines the frequency and time resolution, and the superscript
* denotes the conjugate. STFT(t,f) is the short-time Fourier
transform, where t is the time variable and f the frequency
variable. Further information on the signal analysis proce-
dure can be found in [17].

Fig. 4 Geometry of coils used in CMBN probe (dimensions in mm)

Table 2 Characteristics of the different coils used in CMBN probe

Coil No. of turns Ø (mm) H (mm)

A 1250 7 5

B 2000 14 4

C 2500 10 5

D 4000 18 3

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 The Effect of Probe Configuration

Figure 5 shows examples of CMBN time signals for two
types of coils used in the probe. When represented in this
way without any processing, these signals do not provide any
information that allows damage to the sample to be identified.

The variation in M2CMBN along the sample for the four
coils used is shown in Fig. 6. These results were obtained
using one magnet, a scanning speed v = 33 m/s and each of
the coils in turn placed behind the magnet. Each line is the
average of six signals, and as in the previous study by our
research group [17], the standard deviation of each group
of six signals was less than 5%, indicating the acceptable
reproducibility of the measurements. Figure 6 shows that
none of the coils yielded acceptable results when a frequency
band from 1 to 100 kHz was used for the signal analysis.

As shown in [17], there is a significant improvement in
flaw detection when suitable signal processing is used. With
the aid of spectrograms, for example, signal frequency bands
that are more sensitive in terms of flaw detection can be
identified. The spectrograms of the CMBN signals measured
along the sample with each of the coils are shown in Fig. 7.

The spectrograms show that the best response is obtained
with coil A. With this coil, smaller-amplitude transients cor-
responding to the positions of the plastic deformations in the
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Fig. 5 Examples of CMBN signals

Fig. 6 Normalized variation inM2CMBN along the samplewith a 1–100
kHz analysis band. Results using four different coils and one magnet in
the probe with a scanning speed v = 33 mm/s

sample can be seen. These transients are not clearly iden-
tifiable when the other coils are used. Although coil D has

more turns (4000) than coil A (1250) and therefore produces
larger-amplitude signals, it yields worse results.

When MBN or CMBN is being measured, the ability of
the coil to detect a particular type of flaw, in this case plas-
tic deformation, depends not only on the amplitude of the
signals measured but also on certain electrical characteris-
tics (resistance, inductance and capacitance) that affect its
response and resonant frequency [19–22]. These character-
istics are influenced by the type of wire used to manufacture
the coil, the number of turns and the winding arrangement
(whether the coil is short or long). Coils with more turns
produce greater-amplitude signals and have lower resonant
frequencies, while coils with fewer turns produce smaller-
amplitude signals and have higher resonant frequencies. The
type of coil used is therefore very important.

The resonant frequencies of the coils used in this study
can be identified by the signal intensity in the spectrograms
in Fig. 7. For coils B, C and D the resonant frequencies are
approximately 75, 58 and 25 kHz, respectively, while for
coil A the resonant frequency lies above the signal analysis
frequency (100 kHz).

Narrow bands of stationary frequencies close to 30 kHz
and below 10 kHz can also be seen. This is electromagnetic
interference detected by the coils or the electronic equipment.
It is unrelated toBarkhausen emissions and can be eliminated
with a bandpass filter. When a 30–100 kHz bandpass filter
is used and M2CMBN is calculated, the graph in Fig. 8 is
obtained, showing that the plastic deformation zones can now
be much more clearly identified.

The results in Fig. 8 corroborate the comments related to
Fig. 7, i.e., that the best response is obtained with coil A.
Although coil D produces greater-amplitude signals because
it has more turns (4000), its resonant frequency is close to
the region where the interference occurs. The greater ampli-
tude of the signals produced with this coil can therefore be
explained by the interference. The coil’s ability to detect plas-
tic deformations is, in contrast, minimal. Although coils B
and C yielded better results, they were not as effective in
detecting flaws as coil A. One reason for this is that because
of their larger diameters (Ø 14 mm and Ø 10 mm, respec-
tively), these coils scan larger areas than coil A (Ø 7 mm).
Thus, the instantaneous signals generated by coils B and C
come from larger volumes of material than those detected by
coilA. The scanning resolution and, consequently, sensitivity
of coil A is therefore higher.

Figure 8 shows that the CMBN technique can detect the
positions of the twoplastic deformation zones anddistinguish
between their amplitudes and that the Barkhausen signal
decreases with increasing plastic deformation. As shown
in item 2 (experimental setup), plastic deformations were
generated by contact stresses (Hertz contact stress) by press-
ing a cylinder on a flat surface (the sample). Additionally,
according to the classic theoretical formulation that shows
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Fig. 7 Spectrograms of CMBN signals. Results obtained using four different coils and one magnet in the probe with a scanning speed v = 33 mm/s

Fig. 8 Normalized variation in M2CMBN along the sample with a 30–
100 kHz analysis band. Results obtained using four different coils and
one magnet in the probe with a scanning speed v = 33 mm/s

the contact stresses concepts [23], the amplitudes of the loads
used in the experiments of this work (88.3 and 107.9 kN)
exceed 20 times the value of the load that reaches the mate-
rial yield stress. In this condition and according to results
of other studies analyzing the elastic-plastic behavior of sur-
faces under contact loading [24–26], in the sample analyzed
in the present study were induced plastic deformations with
relatively high amplitudes and accompanied mainly by com-
pressive residual stresses.

The relatively high dislocation densities generated by
plastic deformation are known to act as strong pinning sites
for magnetic domain walls. In addition, in positive mag-
netostrictive materials such as steel, compressive residual
stresses are known to decrease the 180◦ domain wall popu-
lation in the direction longitudinal to the stress (i.e., along
the length of the sample, or the same direction in which the
CMBN was measured). Both these effects cause a reduction
in Barkhausen activity.

Figure 9 shows the results when the coil was used behind
the magnet and in front of it. Better results, i.e., greater sensi-
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Fig. 9 Variation in M2CMBN along the sample with a 30–100 kHz
analysis band. Results obtained using coil A and one magnet in the
probe with a scanning speed v= 33 mm/s

tivity and a greater-amplitude signal, were obtained with the
coil behind the magnet. This behavior can be attributed pri-
marily to the dynamics of themagnetization/demagnetization
of the steel when the signal is read. When the coil is in front
of the magnet, the material is only subjected to a downward
magnetic flux directed toward the left before it is scanned by
the coil (see the magnetic flux lines in the schematic diagram
in Fig. 9), while in the second case, when the coil is behind
the magnet, the material is subjected to magnetic fluxes in
opposite directions before it is scanned by the coil. As the
CMBN signal is influenced by variations in the amplitude
and direction of the magnetic field, the magnetic conditions
in the material in the second case are more favorable for the
generation of Barkhausen noise.

3.2 The Effect of Scanning Speed and Applied
Magnetic Field

The effect of scanning speed and magnetic field were ana-
lyzed using the CMBN probe with coil A behind the magnet.

Figure 10 shows the effect of both parameters onM2CMBN

when a 1–100 kHz frequency band was used. The results in
Fig. 10a were obtained using four different scanning speeds
and one magnet in the probe, while in Fig. 10b four dif-
ferent magnetic fields were applied and a scanning speed v
= 33 mm/s was used. As in Fig. 6, most of the curves in
Fig. 10 show that when calculating M2CMBN using a 1–100
kHz frequency band, there is no clear correlation between
M2CMBN and the positions of the imposed plastic deforma-
tion. In contrast, in the spectrograms in Fig. 11, time bands
corresponding to the positions of the plastic deformations can
be clearly identified. Although the spectrograms in this figure
correspond to only three combinations of scanning speed and
applied magnetic field, similar behavior was observed in the

Fig. 10 Variation in M2CMBN along the sample with a 1–100 kHz
analysis band. a Results obtained using coil A and one magnet in the
probe with four different scanning speeds. bResults obtained using coil
A and four different applied magnetic fields with a scanning speed v =
33 mm/s

spectrograms for all the combinations of magnetic fields and
scanning speeds studied. The poor results shown in Fig. 10
are caused by low-frequency (1–30 kHz) stationary (inter-
ference) signals. This can be confirmed in Fig. 12, which
shows the normalized variation in M2CMBN along the sam-
ple when a 30–100 kHz frequency band is used. There is a
clear improvement in performance for all measurement con-
ditions; the positions of the two plastic deformations can be
clearly identified and their different amplitudes can be dis-
tinguished.

In Fig. 10, the amplitude of the CMBN signal increases
slightly with increasing scanning speed. This is because an
increase in scanning speed produces a proportional increase
in the rate of change of the amplitude and direction of
the magnetic flux inside the sample, in turn increasing the
amplitude of the CMBN signal. In addition, in Fig. 12a, the
normalized plot of M2CMBN shows that the sensitivity of the
technique increaseswith increasing scanning speed.This rep-
resents an advantage when the technique is used in industrial
applications as less time is required to scan for flaws.

In contrast, Fig. 12b shows that the magnetic field had a
minimal influence on the sensitivity of the technique, and
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Fig. 11 Spectrogram of the
CMBN signal. Results obtained
using coil A
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Fig. 12 Normalized variation in M2CMBN along the sample with a 30–
100 kHz analysis band. a Results obtained using coil A and one magnet
in the probe with four different scanning speeds. b Results obtained
using coil A and four different applied magnetic fields with a scanning
speed v = 33 mm/s

only small improvements were observed when two and three
magnets were used. A possible explanation for this is that the
magnetic field generated by the single magnet is sufficient
to produce the Barkhausen noise. This is consistent with the
activation of 180◦ domain walls, which usually requires only
a low-amplitude magnetic field.

4 Conclusions

This paper has described the use of a non-destructive surface
scanning technique for identifying plastic deformation zones
based on continuous magnetic Barkhausen noise. The detec-
tion of plastic deformations produced by crushing stresses in
a 1070 steel using the technique was analyzed. The influence
of probe configuration, coil type, scanner speed, appliedmag-
netic field and the frequency band used for the analysis on the
effectiveness of the technique was studied. Filtering the raw
signal in a 30–100 kHz bandpass filter before analyzing the
time signal using a moving smoothing window based on a

second-order statistical moment increased the effectiveness
of the technique for all the conditions investigated.

The results show that the technique can be used to detect
the position of plastic deformations and distinguish between
their amplitudes and that its sensitivity depends on the type
of coil, scanning speed and probe configuration but not on
the applied magnetic field.

The factor that had the greatest influence on sensitivity
was the type of coil used, the resonant frequency of the coil
being the most important factor. For the conditions under
which the experiments were carried out, when the coil has a
resonant frequencywithin the frequency band being analyzed
(in this case 1–100 kHz) it amplifies not only the CMBN
signal but also interference, adversely affecting the quality of
the signal. Coil Awas the only coil whose resonant frequency
was above the frequency band analyzed and was the one that
showed the best sensitivity in terms of flaw detection. The
best results were obtained using this coil behind the magnet
and the highest scanning speed (33 mm/s).

This new surface-scanning technique can be used as the
basis for novel solutions to several industrial NDT problems.
However, further studies focusing primarily on optimization
of the probe itself are needed to improve the performance of
the technique.
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